. Given a single image, our framework employs a convolutional autoencoder to extract the image's latent space, z, that is used to classify it to an index, c, using a multi-label classifier and regress it to a compact shape parametrization using a feedforward network. We use a graph embedding, G, that compactly represents 3D mesh objects to reconstruct the 3D model. Firstly, the estimated index, c, selects the closest 3D model to the image from the graph. Secondly, the selected model is deformed through the estimated parameters -free-form deformation (FFD), ∆P, and sparse linear combination parameters (i.e. α's). In this example, model 1 is selected (arrows 1 and 2), FFD is then applied (arrows 3 and 4), and finally the linear combination with the nodes 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 (blue arrows on the graph that indicates the models in dense correspondence with node 1) are performed (arrow 5) to reconstruct the final 3D mesh model (arrow 6).
Introduction
Most of us take for granted the ability to effortlessly perceive our surroundings world and its objects in three dimensions. In general, we have great ideas about the 3D space only by looking at a single 2D image of an object even when there are many possible shapes that could have produced the same image. We simply rely on assumptions and prior knowledge acquired throughout our lives for the inference. It is one of the fundamental goals of computer vision to give machines the ability to perceive its surroundings as we do, for the purpose of providing solutions to tasks such as selfdriving cars, virtual and augmented reality, robotic surgery, to name a few.
A specific problem that is of particular interest towards achieving this ambition of human-like machine perception is that of recovering 3D information from a single image. This exceedingly difficult and highly ambiguous problem is typically addressed by incorporating prior knowledge about the scene such as shape or scene priors [1, 8, 12, 13, 28, 31, 36, 37] . This body of work has provided a very good foundation for this task and it has in particular indicated that the use of shape priors is highly beneficial. With the availability of millions of 3D CAD models across different categories publicly available online, this becomes even more attractive and motivating. This is a realisation we propose to exploit in this work.
With the recent arrival of deep learning many interesting work have been done to tackle 3D inference from a 2D image by exploring the abundance of 3D models available online [4, 22, 24, 26] . Most of them rely on volumetric shape representation, an approach arguably motivated by the ease of which convolutions can be generalized from 2D to 3D. A significant drawback these methods have is that the computational and memory costs scale cubically with the resolution. Octrees [26] and point cloud [21] representations have been proposed to make the learning more efficient. However, despite of its improved performance, such representations still fail to capture fine-grained geometry as a dense 3D mesh representation would capture.
The aim of this work is to propose a compact representation of 3D mesh models to enable us to learn its parameters for the single image 3D reconstruction task. We want to exploit a dense mesh representation to better unlock finegrained geometry. To do this in a scalable and computationally efficient manner, we propose a framework based on a graph that embeds 3D mesh objects in a low-dimensional space and still allow us to achieve compelling reconstructions with exceptionally detailed geometry. We draw inspiration by the works in [12, 18] , where a graph embedding to compactly model the intrinsic variation across classes of 3D models was proposed. Any 3D mesh model can be parametrized in terms of free-form deformation (FFD) [23] and sparse linear representation in a dictionary. FFD embeds a 3D mesh model in a grid space where deformations can be performed by repositioning a smaller number of control points. "Free-form" means that we are able to deform whatever the object is and whatever its topology. More importantly, it also conserves the objects visual aspects [23] .
Our method first classifies the latent space of an image to retrieve a coarse 3D model from the graph. Then, the compact shape parameters are estimated from a feedforward neural network which maps the image features to the shape parameters space -FFD and sparse linear combination parameters. The dense 3D mesh model is then recovered by applying the estimated deformations to the model selected. An overview of the proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 1 . Our main contributions are:
• We propose a novel learning framework to estimate a dense 3D mesh model through a low-dimensional embedding space from a single image; • We quantitatively and qualitatively demonstrate through synthetic data that our method is able to estimate the correct 3D models from a single image.
• We show impressive results for dense and realistic 3D reconstructions from real-world images.
Related Work
Recent advances in neural networks and the availability of readily available 3D models (such as ShapeNet [2] ) has sparked a considerable interest in methods using deep learning to solve tasks related to geometry and 3D reconstruction. Several papers have proposed a 3D volumetric representation [3, 4, 10, 11, 20, 24, 27, 30, 33, 35, 38] so they can feed deep neural networks applying 3D convolutions, pooling, and other techniques that have been successfully applied to 2D images for the learning process. Volumetric autoencoders [6, 24] and generative adversarial networks (GAN) have been proposed [7, 15, 32] to learn of the probabilistic latent space of object shapes. It has been used for object completion, classification and reconstruction. Despite of all the great work, volumetric representation has a great drawback. The memory and the computational costs grow cubically as the voxel resolution increases which limits such works to low-resolution 3D reconstructions.
Octree-based convolutional neural networks have been presented to manage these limitations [9, 22, 26, 29] . It splits the 3D voxel grid by recursively subdividing it into octants thus reducing the computational complexity of the 3D convolution. The computations are then focused on regions where most of the information about the object's geometry is contained -normally on its surface. Although it allows for higher resolution outputs, around 64 3 voxels, and a more efficient training, the 3D volumetric models still lacks fine-scaled geometry. In trying to provide some answers to these shortcomings, a more efficient input representation for 3D geometry using point clouds have been recently entertained [5, 14, 19, 21] . PointNet [21] is able to learn straight from unstructured points as inputs by employing max pooling to generate feature descriptors of the original input. Point cloud generators might be a good solution but such architectures have been shown to generate relatively low-resolution reconstruction. It does not encode detailed geometrical information yet. In fact, obtaining a realistic 3D model with compelling visual aesthetics from unstructured point clouds is a difficult problem.
Reconstruction of surfaces from unstructured point clouds is a highly challenging problem, with applications mainly in computer graphics, and it can be even more problematic in case of incomplete, noisy and sparse data [17] . On the other hand, 3D shapes can be efficiently represented by polygon meshes. However, it is difficult to parametrize meshes to be used with convolutional neural networks since it has also an irregular pattern [16] . A deep residual network to generate 3D surfaces has been proposed in [25] . The limitation however is that it can only manage simple surfaces (i.e. genus-0 surface). A novel graph embedding based on the local dense correspondences between 3D mesh models has been proposed in [12, 18] . The method is able to reconstruct the finer geometry of a single image based on a low-dimensional parametrization based on FFD and sparse linear combination. Although they showed impressive results for dense and realistic 3D reconstruction through mesh models, it relies on the image silhouette and a few semantic landmarks to perform the geometrical optimization. Our method employs the same compact mesh representation but without relying on silhouettes and landmarks for the dense 3D reconstruction.
Proposed Learning Framework
Our aim is to learn an algorithm that, given a single image from a specific category (e.g. bicycle, car, chair, etc.), has the ability to estimate a dense 3D mesh model. Our framework takes advantage of the compact 3D mesh representation proposed in [12, 18] but it estimates this representation directly from the image and without the use of silhouettes or known landmarks which heavily constrain its applicability. It encodes a mesh model in a lowdimensional parametrization composed of a model index, FFD displacements (e.g. 32 control points), and sparse linear combination weights which depends on the size of the graph/dictionary of CAD models. We train a classifier to estimate the index and a feedforward neural network to regress the FFD and the sparse linear combination parameters from the latent space of an image learnt from a convolutional autoencoder (CAE). A model is then selected from the graph using the estimated index and the FFD parameters are applied to initially deform the model. Once a satisfactory model candidate is selected and deformed, we have, from the graph, the information about what models are possible to establish dense correspondences. Thus, we can apply the sparse linear combination parameters to refine the object and get the final 3D mesh model. The framework is shown in Figure 1 .
3D Mesh Parametrization
We parametrize a 3D mesh model using the compact shape representation method presented in [12, 18] . It uses a graph G with 3D mesh models from the same class as nodes and its vertices indicates if we can establish dense correspondences or not (see an example in Figure 1 ). Note that the graph is not fully connected but sparse. So in every subgraph we can perform sparse linear combinations to deform a 3D model (i.e. a union of subspaces). Mathematically, consider Ω as an index set of the nodes in a certain subgraph with S c (V c , F c ) as the central shape node. V and F stand for the shape vertices and faces. Dense correspondences will always exist for all i ∈ Ω and this allows us to deform the model S(V, F) by linear combination,
where α's are weights for the linear combination. A twostep process is then performed, first we need to find a candidate model (i.e. a node) from G. Second, knowing the index that indicates the central node we can deform the model by linear interpolating it with its dense correspondences from the subgraph. To select a good candidate in the first step, FFD is used to deform a model and pick the one which best fit an image. A mesh is represented in terms of FFD as,
where S ffd ∈ R N ×3 are the vertices of the 3D mesh, B ∈ R N ×M is the deformation matrix, P ∈ R M ×3 are the control point coordinates, N and M are the number of vertices and control points respectively, ∆P are the control point displacements, and Φ is a matrix to impose symmetry in the FFD grid as in [18] . The deformation matrix B is a set of polynomial basis (in our case Bernstein polynomials). See [12, 18] for detailed information about the graph creation and deformation process.
Having the graph, we can embed a 3D mesh model in a low-dimensional space. We only need an index that indicates what model we should pick up from the graph, the symmetric FFD displacements, ∆P, to apply the initial deformation in the selected model, and the sparse linear combination weights, α. The linear interpolation between objects in a subgraph refines the final 3D model. In this work, we asked ourselves whether we could learn those low-dimensional parameters by regressing them from a single image to reconstruct 3D mesh models.
Collecting Synthetic Data
Since we aim to learn 3D mesh models from a single image using the compact shape representation proposed in [18] , we need to synthetically generate data containing 3D models, its compact parametrization (FFD + α parameters), and rendered images. One may question why we do not simply parametrize the whole ShapeNet, for example, using the shape embedding proposed in [18] . One of the drawbacks of such an approach would be that it relies on 3D semantic landmarks that were manually annotated in some CAD models from ShapeNet to obtain a compact shape embedding. Because of this, we decided to use the graph to generate data for each object class instead of manually annotating 3D anchors on several models which is laborious.
To generate the data, we randomly choose an index and then we deform the selected model by applying a ∆P and α from a learnt probability density function (PDF). To learn a PDF for the displacements, ∆P, we use a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to capture information about the nature of the desired deformations. Since we have, from the graph creation process, the FFD parameters for every pair of 3D models in the graph (got during the deformation process to find dense correspondences in [18] ), we can learn a GMM using such prior information. For the sparse linear coefficients' PDF we simply fit a normal distribution to a set Figure 2 . Given an input image and a graph of a car, for instance, with 30 CAD models as nodes, our method first selected the model/node 7 from the graph. Then it is deformed by applying the FFD displacements, ∆P, on the initial FFD grid, P. Afterwards, the linear combination is performed with the estimated α to reconstruct the final model. The black arrows on the graph representation show what models are possible to perform linear combination with the model selected (i.e. the models with dense correspondences). Note that not all the models were selected, but 6 out of 9 models in this example. (The size of the nodes in the graph varies to illustrate the number of edges starting from it. A big node means that we have more dense correspondences than a smaller node.) of α's from 3D reconstructions got from [18] on the PAS-CAL3D+ dataset [34] . Armed with this, we can synthetically generate deformed 3D mesh models and images with their respective low-dimensional shape parametrizations.
Learning the Image Latent Space
To obtain a lower-dimensional representation for the images, a convolutional autoencoder is proposed to extract useful features in an unsupervised manner. The encoder network consists of three fully convolution layers with numbers of kernels {8, 16, 32}, kernel sizes {5, 3, 3}, and strides {3, 3, 3}. The decoder network has three fully transposed convolution layers with numbers of kernels {16, 8, 1}, kernel sizes {3, 3, 5}, and strides {3, 3, 3}. The input takes grayscale images of size 220 × 220. All layers use ReLU as activation functions except the last one that uses Tanh. This gives us a network flow of size 220 2 → 72 2 → 24 2 → 8 2 → 24 2 → 72 2 → 220 2 , respectively. We take the image latent space, z ∈ R 2,048 , from the last layer of the encoder as feature representation.
Learning the Index to Select a Model
Firstly we need to retrieve a 3D model from the graph (a graph is explained in Subsection 3.1). We treat that as a multi-label classification problem. For example, if a graph of the class 'car' would have 30 different cars/nodes it would have 30 indices/labels (1 to 30) that an image of a car could be classified. In this way, the "closest" car to the image can be selected from the graph according to the estimated index. For this purpose, we propose a simple yet effective multi-label classifier to estimate graph indices. The input is the image latent space from the convolutional autoencoder of size 2,048 (8 × 3 × 3). The output is a onehot encoded vector that represents the ground truth indices.
The network has one hidden layer of size 1,050 and ReLU is used as activation function.
Learning the Shape Parameters
We wish to learn a mapping from the image feature representation z of size 2,048 to its corresponding 3D shape parameters, ∆P and α, f : z → {∆P, α}. Given the training set of image features and the ground truth shape parameters, we learn this mapping using a feedforward neural network. The input is the image latent space of size 2,048. The output is a vector containing the shape parameters, κ ∈ R M N , where M and N are the number of FFD and sparse linear combination parameters, α, respectively. For instance, κ ∈ R 126 , where 96 values would be the FFD parameters (32 × 3) and the remaining 30 values would be the α parameters for the sparse linear combination of models in the graph. The network has one hidden layer of size 1,500 and it uses ReLU as activation function.
Experiments
Datasets. To train our framework we take the approach of synthesizing 3D mesh models using the strategy discussed in the Subsection 3.2. We generated 5,000 deformed 3D models of eight object categories (car, bicycle, motorbike, aeroplane, bus, chair, diningtable, and sofa) using the graphs from [18] . Every graph from [18] has 30 CAD models sampled from ShapeNet [2] except for the bicycle and motorbike graphs that have 21 and 27 CAD models, respectively. We rendered for every 3D synthesised model a 2D view of size 256 × 192 using different viewpoints with a white background. We also produced uniform lighting across the surfaces of the object. With the images and the ground truth 3D meshes, indices and shape parameters, we Table 1 . Quantitative results of our learning framework evaluated on the synthetic test set. We show the performance of the convolutional autoencoder (CAE), the multi-label classification for the 3D model selection, the feedforward network for the parameters estimation, and the 3D reconstruction from single image. Acc, P rec, Rec, and t stand for the accuracy, precision, recall, and the training time, respectively.
can train our framework and evaluate the performance. The data was split in 70% for training and 30% for testing. Evaluation metrics. To quantify the quality of the classification step we employed the accuracy, precision and recall metrics. To evaluate the estimated shape parameters we use the mean squared error (MSE). For the 3D shape reconstruction measure we use the symmetric surface distance, s dist , to the ground truth. s dist is computed by densely sampling points on the faces and using normalized points distance to estimate the model similarity, defined as,
whereV,Ŝ, V, S are the estimated vertices and surfaces, and the ground truth vertices and surfaces, respectively. Moreover, we use the intersection over union (IoU) between the voxel models as in [4] defined as,
whereV and V are the voxel models of the estimated and ground truth models respectively.
Estimating the Image Latent Space
The first set of experiments were performed on the CAE to learn a latent representation from an image. We found the architecture described in the Subsection 3.3 to have the better performance. The image feature representation is discriminative and performed well on the classifier and on the feedforward network to estimate the shape parameters. Table 1 shows the MSE on the test set and the time spent training the network for every class used.
Selecting a 3D Mesh Model
The first stage of our learning framework after having the image latent space is the selection of a mesh model from the given graph. The performance of the proposed multi-label classifier is shown in Table 1 . One can note that the overall performance on the test set was satisfactory in terms of accuracy (85.68%), precision (85.75%) and recall (86.86%). The best performance was achieved on the motorbike category (27 labels) with an accuracy of 97.80%. The category have very different motorbikes from each other which explains the great performance. Besides, the diningtable category (30 labels) had the lowest performance, with an accuracy of 73.60%. This is due to the synthesised images look similar since there are not many unique tables in the object class. Moreover, we fixed the network architecture for all classes. Fine tuning the classifier would for specific classes will most likely improve performance even further.
Estimating the Shape Parameters
The last bit of our framework before the 3D reconstruction is the estimation of the shape parameters. The results are also shown in Table 1 . The overall MSE (0.0144) on the testing set shows that the network is indeed learning a mapping function to estimate the FFD and the α parameters from the image latent space. The graphs used have about 30 mesh models each which means that once we have selected a model we can establish dense correspondences with up to 29 models (29 α values). The resolution of the FFD grid is of 4 3 that gives us 64 control points to free-deform the model. Since the majority of man-made object are symmetric, we impose a symmetry on the FFD grid so that the deformations are forced to be symmetric and more realistic. Therefore, we have to estimate only half of the FFD parameters. The feedforward network then maps the image latent space to 32 displacements of the control points in the 3D space, ∆P ∈ R 32×3 , and to 30 sparse linear combinations parameters, α ∈ R 30 (29 + the model selected). The estimated parameters, in this case, is of size κ ∈ R 126 . One can note that it is a very low-dimensional parametrization that is efficiently learned through a simple network architecture.
3D Reconstruction from a Single Image
Given a single image we can forward pass it to our learned framework to estimate an index, c, and the shape parameters, κ. A 3D mesh model is initially selected from the class-specific graph by the estimated index, c. Afterwards, the FFD displacements, ∆P, is applied to free-deform the model using the Equation 2, S ffd = BΦ(P + ∆P). Note that we only need to add the estimated displacements to the initial grid of control points P. Finally, we can apply the linear combination parameters, α, to deform the model through the Equation 1, V = α c V c + i∈Ω α i V i c . 3D Reconstruction from Synthetic Images. The initial experiments were performed on synthetic images from the 8 classes were we have the ground truth 3D mesh models and also the shape embedding parameters. Figure 2 shows a real example of our framework flow. Given an input image and a graph of a car with 30 CAD models as nodes, our method first selected the model 7 (c = 7). Then, the selected model is deformed by applying the FFD displacements, ∆P on the initial FFD grid, P. Finally, the linear combination is performed with the estimated α to reconstruct the final model. Note that not all the models were selected to perform the linear combination, but 6 out of 9 models in this example. Table 1 summarizes the quantitative results of our 3D reconstruction on the synthetic test set. We measured the quality of the 3D reconstruction through the surface distance metric, dist 3D , and the IoU between the reconstructed and the ground truth model. Our framework clearly performed well on the synthetic dataset according to the surface distance metric. The IoU of the classes aeroplane, chair, diningtable, and sofa had the lowest values which means that a good voxel intersection between the reconstructed model and the ground truth was not possible. This happens, for instance, due to a little shift on the aeroplane wings, chair's legs, etc, so it is not possible to get a good voxel intersection.
Qualitative results are shown in Figure 3 . Column (a) shows the input synthetic image. Column (b) shows the selected model from the corresponding graph. Column (c) shows the selected model with the FFD parameters applied. The final 3D model reconstructed by applying the linear combination parameters is shown in column (d). We also voxelize the final model for comparison reasons and it is shown in column (e). Ground truth is shown in column (f). Our proposed learning framework performed well at selecting a proper model to start the deformation process, and also at estimating the shape parameters to obtain the final deformed mesh model. In the successful cases, one can see that the final models are similar to the ground truth with slightly differences that can be hard to point it out. An interesting example to show the expressiveness of our proposed method is the chair case. One can note that the selected chair has long legs, but the estimated FFD parameters managed to deform the chair to get shorter legs before applying the linear combination parameters to get the final model. A failure case is shown on the last row in red where an "incorrect" model was selected from the graph, in this case a fighter jet instead of a commercial airplane. This can in part be explained by the challenging image perspective of this instance. Even for a human it is difficult to correctly classify such an image, in this case a fighter jet is in fact a highly plausible choice of model 1 .
[ Table 2 . Quantitative results for our learning framework and for the method presented in [18] evaluated on the PASCAL3D+ dataset.
3D Reconstruction from Real World Images. The performance of our framework on the synthetic dataset was impressive. So we wanted to verify its generalization on a dataset with real world images. We evaluated the performance of the proposed method on the PASCAL3D+ dataset and we compared to the results presented in [18] . We found that it is a fair comparison since we are not playing with volumetric or point cloud representations but with dense polygonal meshes. In order to forward pass the real world images to our learning framework, we removed the image background since our framework was trained on images with white background. Table 2 summarizes the results of our method and the results presented in [18] in terms of the surface distance, dist 3D , and the IoU. Our method did not outperform the method proposed in [18] , except for some classes. However, we achieved a similar performance on the real world dataset without using landmarks, silhouettes and the geometrical optimizations proposed in [18] . Moreover, since the ground truth models in the PASCAL3D+ dataset were chosen by humans to align it to images, the comparison metrics are not robust. As stated in [18] , most of the 3D reconstructions look closer to the images than the ground truth models themselves. This explains the high values for the surface distance and the low values for the IoU.
Qualitative results are shown in Figure 4 . Column (a) shows the input image. Column (b) shows the selected model. Column (c) shows the selected model deformed by the FFD parameters. The final 3D model reconstructed by applying the linear combination parameters is shown in In the success cases (blues), one can see that the final models are similar to the ground truth with slightly differences that can be hard to point it out. A failure case is shown on the last row in red where a "wrong" model was selected from the graph.
column (d). We compare with [18] in column (e) and the ground truth is shown in column (f). One can see that our proposed method performed well on a real-world dataset.
In the motorbike example it is clear when looking at the image that the motorbike does not have a backrest. The selected model was a good choice, since it shares topological similarities and although it has a backrest device, the linear combination step managed to diminish it. Another interesting example is the airplane where the selected model has a different type of wings, but the deforming process made it looks closer to the image.
Implementation Details & Limitations
We designed our networks using PyTorch on a GPU Nvidia Tesla M40. We trained the convolutional autoencoder using a MSE loss function and the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e −3 and a weight decay of 1e −5 during 100 epochs. To train the multi-label classifier we used We compare with [18] in column (e) and the ground truth is shown in column (f).
a multi-label soft margin loss function and for the feedforward neural network we trained it using a MSE loss function. For both models we used the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e −3 during 1,000 epochs.
One of the main limitations, which our method inherits from [18] , is the need for a good embedding graph. One can see in Figure 2 that some models for the linear combination step have some crinkles on its surfaces. This happens during the graph creation when searching for dense correspondences between the models. This is especially important for the 3D reconstruction to get high quality models. However, finding dense correspondences between two different models that do not share the same number of vertices is still an open problem [18] . Another limitation is regarding the synthetic images since we do not synthesise a background that limits our work to white backgrounds. GANs can fit in this context to generate more realistic images.
Conclusion
We have proposed a simple yet effective learning framework to infer 3D mesh models from a single image using a compact mesh representation. A 3D mesh object is embedded in a low-dimensional space that allows one to perform model deformations by FFD and sparse linear combination using a graph embedding structure. We demonstrated through experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets that our method convincingly reconstructs 3D mesh models from only a single image (i.e. not using silhouettes and semantic landmarks) with fine-scaled geometry not yet achieved in previous works that rely on volumetric and point cloud representations. We believe that this work is a great first step towards more effective mesh representations for 3D geometric learning purposes.
